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ComplyAchieve
Most companies have thousands of individual 
tasks that must be maintained and updated to 
ensure EHS regulatory compliance. All of these 
obligations must originate from a set, standardized, 
and up-to-date master list of EHS regulations. 
ComplyAchieve, Bloomberg Environment’s 
regulatory monitoring service, allows you to build 
customized EHS citation lists (or import your own 
lists), monitor any updates or changes to regulatory 
requirements, and deliver the information to 
any web-based environmental management 
information system.

Focused on your business needs
Why cast your net wider than it needs to be? 
ComplyAchieve’s Citation Wizard walks you 
through a set of applicability questions based on 
jurisdiction, and environment and safety topics, 
and allows you to monitor only those state and 
federal regulations that affect your business.

Create a verified master list  
of EHS citations
Import your current EHS citation list into 
ComplyAchieve, build your own list using 
ComplyAchieve’s Citation Wizard, or research 
citations using Bloomberg Environment’s collection 
of over 6 million citations. Once you build your 
citation list, you can vet and approve all candidate 
citations for monitoring. 

Compatible with any system
ComplyAchieve works with any web-based EMIS 
or as a stand-alone system. Use ComplyAchieve 
to monitor all EHS citations and send updates 
to the dashboard in your EMIS system, or use 
ComplyAchieve’s own Monitor Dashboard. 
Whatever method you choose, your citation lists 
will always be up-to-date.

Daily summaries of regulatory changes
ComplyAchieve ensures your citation lists are 
always up-to-date. Each handwritten summary 
by Bloomberg Environment regulatory experts 
includes a short analysis summarizing any changes, 
plus updated or “evergreen” links to the latest 
regulatory content.

Save time with regulatory alerts
Regulatory alerts for new rules and requirements 
help you save time by pinpointing the most 
important areas.

Compare text changes  
in newly amended regulations
Compare changes in regulations over time — 
highlighted areas let you easily compare text 
changes in amended regulations.

To sign up for a product demonstration, 
visit bna.com/complyachieve



Build EHS citation lists  
or import your own 
The Citation Wizard walks you  
through a set of applicability 
questions, allowing you to 
select only those regulations 
that affect your business. 
Choose from dozens of 
environment, health and  
safety topics for all states  
and federal jurisdictions.

Compatible with  
almost any EMIS
Deliver your approved 
citation lists to any web-
based EMIS or use 
ComplyAchieve’s  
Monitor Dashboard.

Brief summaries and 
regulatory alerts make 
monitoring easy
Citation lists are updated daily 
and include a brief analysis 
summarizing any changes, 
“evergreen” links to the latest 
regulatory text, and regulatory 
alerts for new rules and 
requirements.



ComplyAchieve lets you  
manage tens of thousands  
of EHS citations with a  
single easy-to-use interface.

All-in-one  
compliance solution

Citation lists updated daily,  
with direct links to the latest 
federal and state regulatory text.

Evergreen  
EHS citations

Applicability questions help  
you select and monitor only  
those regulations that affect  
your business.

Monitor only  
what you need

To learn more contact your Bloomberg Environment representative. 
Call 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com/complyachieve.

Sign up for your free 
demonstration today.
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